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Abstract
Relativistic runaway electrons (REs) generated during plasma disruptions have
the potential to severely damage future fusion devices like ITER. In order to
avoid and properly mitigate REs, it is important to understand their evolution in
both momentum and real space. This poster presents a first look at the real
space distribution of runaway electrons in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. Visible
RE synchrotron emission, resulting from high magnetic fields, was measured by
distortion-corrected visible cameras. These images are compared with the new
synthetic diagnostic SOFT (Synchrotron-detecting Orbit-Following Toolkit) [1]
coupled with kinetic solver CODE (COllisional Distribution of Electrons) [2,3].
Initial results show good agreement between experiment and simulation.
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Alcator C-Mod – a high-field, compact tokamak

• B0 ≤ 8 T, IP ≤ 2 MA, p ≤ 2 atm (0.3 MJ/m3), R0 = 0.68 m, a = 0.22 m
 Greatly exacerbated disruption events/effects
• Equipped with extensive disruption-relevant diagnostics
• C-Mod permanently shut down last year
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Runaway electrons – unique plasma phenomena
• In a plasma, the Coulomb collision
frequency varies as density/velocity3
dp
n
= −eE − Fc 2
dt
v

• There exists a critical electric field [4],
Ec ≈ 0.08 n20

• such that for E ≥ Ec , some electrons
will be continuously accelerated
• If E ≥ ED =

c2
2Ec 2
vth

[5], all electrons will

runaway to relativistic speeds
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• Collisions between high energy and
thermal electrons causes an avalanche
of runaway particles
• However, accelerating charges radiate:

• Magnetic fields  Cyclotron
• Collisions  Bremsstrahlung
dp
= −eE − Fc − 𝐅𝐫𝐚𝐝 (𝐩, 𝐁, 𝐙𝐞𝐟𝐟 , … )
dt

 Radiation serves as both a power loss

mechanism and useful diagnostic tool
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Motivation: Runaway electrons may severely damage ITER
Relativistic “Runaway” Electrons (REs):
• Energies > 10 MeV
• Current ≤ 60% of IP [6]
• In ITER, RE beams of 9 MA!
REs can cause significant damage to
plasma-facing components
It is necessary to understand both
the momentum and real space
distribution and time evolution to
effectively avoid and mitigate REs
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Cameras inside C-Mod capture RE spatial evolution
• Due to Alcator C-Mod’s high magnetic
field (2-8 T), synchrotron radiation is
emitted in the visible wavelength
range
• Note that ITER (~5 T) will also have
visible synchrotron emission
• Cameras are affected by fisheyelens/barrel distortion
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In-vessel calibration corrects for camera distortion

Real space angle from line of sight

1. Take photos of gridded vacuum vessel cross-section
2. Map pixel location (radius) to real space position (angle)
3. Transform to rectilinear image
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Interesting RE spatial distributions are observed
• REs are generated as density (and
collisional friction) decreases

• Double-parabolic feature forms,
grows, and moves in time

Pixel Brightness

(Corrected Image)

t ~ 0.742 s
Left

Right
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SOFT, Synchrotron-detecting Orbit-Following Toolkit [1]
• Synthetic diagnostic simulating a
camera inside a tokamak
• REs emit highly forward-peaked
cone of synchrotron radiation in
their direction of motion
• SOFT captures light hitting the
detector
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Δ𝜃 =
γ

Lots of flexibility:

• Camera viewing geometry (position,
angle, aperture size, etc.)
• Camera sensitivity (wavelength
range)
• Magnetic field geometry
• Momentum space distributions
(energy and pitch) – can also couple
to CODE [2,3]
• Spatial distributions (radial profiles)
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CODE, COllisional Distribution of Electrons [2,3]
• Solves the linearized kinetic
equation for RE evolution in
momentum space
• Includes secondary avalanching
mechanisms
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Plasma parameters vary in time:
• Loop voltage  Driving force
• Density, temperature, and Zeff
 Friction
• Magnetic field  Synchrotron
power loss
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Good agreement between SOFT and experiment
• Uses uniform spatial/radial profile (shaded)
• Produces very similar parabolic structure
• Does not yet capture double feature

Magnetic
Geometry

CODE

SOFT
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Good agreement between SOFT and experiment
SOFT
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RE energy evolution will also vary in space
Consider rational surfaces – there exists a trade-off in RE energy and density
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Summary
• Visible images of synchrotron emission can provide useful information of the
spatial distribution and evolution of REs
• The new synthetic camera diagnostic SOFT (coupled with momentum space
solver CODE) shows promise in reproducing experimental synchrotron images
• The momentum and real space evolutions of REs are coupled as plasma
parameters vary in space
• Future work will utilize SOFT’s capability to include varying spatial profiles of
different RE energy distributions

Questions can be addressed to the author at tinguely@psfc.mit.edu
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